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B.Tech Marine Engineering – 4 Years
 A four years B.Tech Marine Engineering course , is a course leading to Class...
 Learn More About Program
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B.Sc. Nautical Science – 3 Years
 The three years B.Sc. Nautical Science course is approved by the Directorate General of...
 Learn More About Program
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B.Tech Marine Engineering – Lateral Entry – 3 Years
 A three years B.Tech Marine Engineering Lateral entry course, is a course leading to...
 Learn More About Program
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Diploma in Nautical Science (DNS) – 1 Years
 The 1 years Diploma in Nautical Science (DNS) leading to B.Sc (Applied Nautical Science)...
 Learn More About Program
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Graduate Marine Engineering (GME) – 1 years
 GME or Graduate Marine Engineering courses is a 1-year diploma training course, undertaken by...
 Learn More About Program
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Electro Technical Officers (ETO) – 4 Months
 The four months Electro Technical Officers ETO course is approved by the Directorate General...
 Learn More About Program
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General Purpose Rating (GP Rating) – 6 Months
 The six months General Purpose Rating (GP Rating) approved by the Directorate General of...
 Learn More About Program
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Orientation Courses for Catering Personnel (OCCP) – 12 days
 The 12 days Orientation Course for Catering Personnel OCCP course is approved by the...
 Learn More About Program
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Post Sea Courses
 D. G. Shipping Approved Courses, UK MCA Approved Courses, Liberian & Marshall Islands Approved...
 Learn More About Program







IMU AFFILIATED PROGRAMMES
NON-RESIDENTIAL
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MBA – International Transportation & Logistics Management (ITL)
 MBA – International Transportation & Logistics Management (ITL) APPLY NOW A 2 Years PG...
 Learn More About Program
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MBA – Port & Shipping Management (PSM)
 MBA – Port & Shipping Management (PSM) APPLY NOW A 2 Years PG Programme...
 Learn More About Program
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BBA – Logistics, Retailing & E-Commerce (LRE)
 BBA – Logistics, Retailing & E-Commerce (LRE) APPLY NOW A 3 Years UG Programme...
 Learn More About Program







PLACEMENTS
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STUDENT TESTIMONIALS

“ I am Ashkar Ali . M. A ETO 29 batch . I got placement in Columbia aurus because of our ETO faculty & With help of HIMT college. I found that there are good faculty in HIMT college. Before joining HIMT, I didn't have any marine knowledge, but towards the end my ETO course I am very confident with the Marine & practical knowledge. And i am very thankful to HIMT College from my bottom of the heart.  ”
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ASKAR ALI. M.A

Electro Technical Officers (ETO)




“ I am John Christin. Placed in Columbia Aurus through HIMT . I sincerely thank our college principal and our faculty. My friends have always supported me to attain knowledge and the faculty was very supportive. I am always thankful for everybody who made my future better in HIMT. ”
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JOHN CHRISTIN

Electro Technical Officers (ETO)




“ I am Melvin Thomas ETO 29 batch. I am very proud to be an HIMT student . I got placed in Maersk Line because of our ETO faculty. I found that there are good faculty in HIMT college. Before joining HIMT, I have no confidence and basic knowledge in electronics, but towards the end my ETO course I am very confident. ones again Thank you HIMT and ETO faculties. ”
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MELVIN THOMAS

Electro Technical Officers (ETO)




“ My life at HIMT made me stronger and take me a step ahead.I got chance to improve my skill which was very important part of my career.Here I love the infrastructure,experienced faculties and also we have the ship in campus.I am  very thankful to the principal and all the faculties who supported  and corrected me throughout the course. Thankyou  ”
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WASIM AKRAM

Electro Technical Officers (ETO)




“ Hindustan institute of maritime training had stunned me with the core electrical faculties they have. The bunch of faculties who makes bright future ETO with advanced level of teaching and practical facilities. I’m proud to say that I have been selected in AP MOLLER MAERSK through HIMT college. Its a good college to refer for people who are aspiring about a merchant navy career... ”
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PRAJITH ERAKKAL

Electro Technical Officers (ETO)




“ Thanks to the excellent faculty's unwavering support, top-notch placement assistance, and cutting-edge facilities like digital classrooms and VR labs, my ETO course experience has been nothing short of exceptional. The Ship in Campus (SIC) adds real-world relevance, providing invaluable hands-on learning opportunities. I'm thrilled to share that I've secured a placement at Synergy Maritime, a testament to the quality education and practical exposure provided by our college. ”
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CHEERA VENKATA SURYA SAI PRANEETH

Electro Technical Officers (ETO)




“ I am Theija Ganagalla, enrolled as a student with ID 113503 at Hindustan Institute of Maritime Training (HIMT), pursuing the Electro Technical Officer (ETO) course. My experience at HIMT has been nothing short of exceptional.The faculty at HIMT is highly experienced, delivering top-notch education that goes beyond textbooks.One of the standout features of HIMT is its strong industry connection, exemplified by the placement drive conducted by the college. I am proud to share that I secured placement with Maersk Lines, a testament to the high placement chances that HIMT provides to its students.HIMT instills a genuine maritime culture,For cadets embarking on their first ship, HIMT stands out as an institution... ”
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THEIJA GANAGALLA

Electro Technical Officers (ETO)




“ Good day to everyone, Myself Akash Sutradhar, I am from Tripura in Northeast India. I Completed my ETO course (Batch: ETO-29) in HIMT College. I have been placed in Maersk. I would like to thank all the faculties for their guidance towards the course and for the placement support. Because of their support and guidance, I got placed at Maersk.With very experienced faculties, who help us in our academics and very good lab facilities.Also I would like to thank the management and respected principal Capt. Subramanian Anand sir for guiding us to get placed.I thank each and everyone for giving me this opportunity to share my thoughts and views regarding HIMT... ”
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AKASH SUTRADHAR

Electro Technical Officers (ETO)




“ I am Sravan CV from the ETO 29 batch, and I am delighted to share that HIMT is one of the premier maritime institutes in India. The college boasts a highly experienced faculty dedicated to delivering top-quality education, complemented by excellent laboratory facilities. Our campus features a ship replica equipped with a wide array of machinery, providing students with hands-on experience akin to real-world scenarios. One standout aspect of the ETO program is the equal emphasis placed on both electrical and electronic disciplines. In addition to the comprehensive syllabus, we have participated in numerous supplementary training sessions and life skills activities, enhancing our development as proficient seafarers and well-rounded individuals.... ”
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SRAVAN CV

Electro Technical Officers (ETO)




“ " I did my ETO course and got placed in MAERSK after 1st month itself. HIMT is the best place for Electrical & Electronics Engineers, Diploma holders to get placed in top Shipping companies . Affordable fees structure compared to other institutes. Age limit for ETO is up to 35 years which allowed cadets like me who were working to undergo the course to build a new career path." Thanks To HIMT for changing my Life. ”
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SIDHARTH.SUBODH

Electro Technical Officers (ETO)




“ Hello guys, This is Mohammad Farhan Sadik Jamadar From Maharashtra, I’m synergy sponsored student. My experience at HIMT college is very good, The teaching staff and instructors are very helpful, knowledgeable, understanding and supportive. Talking about infrastructure the College have Ship in campus(SIC) to Train the cadets and also have Virtual Reality Lab (VR) to understand the actual things available on board. They also boost the ability with providing some realistic projects which will help on ship.  I’m really grateful to the college faculty and staff for supporting me and helping me with this grate knowledge. I recommend the readers your future is safe with HIMT. ”
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MOHAMMAD FARHAN SADIK JAMADAR

Electro Technical Officers (ETO)




“ I am Robin Louis. I am from ETO 18 Batch of HIMT college, Chennai. At present, I am sailing as Junior Electrical Officer at GOODWOOD SHIP MANAGEMENT COMPANY. I got this opportunity through campus placement drives conducted by HIMT college.  HIMT college is a place which I cannot forget because of the valuable and quality training they provide which helped me to build a very good carreer in merchant Navy. Thanks to all faculties and instructors who puts sincere effort to train their students. Special thanks to our Syed sir and Ramanujam sir who gave us extra classes and guidance during our placement interview.  Overall HIMT college helped me to build confidence... ”
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ROBIN LOUIS

Electro Technical Officers (ETO)




“ Myself Arjun K B, placed in Chellship Shipping Pvt Ltd , I will always cherish my days at HIMT College. It is a place where Education, values and reverence for nature are taught together. HIMT is considered as my second home as I have so many unforgettable memories. The infrastructure of the campus is good. All the facilities are available on campus, like computer labs, a library, a sports field, muster ground and a swimming pool. The medical facility is good on campus, there is also hospital near campus, and the transport facility is good to reach the hospital. There is everything related to a ship to help in the... ”
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ARJUN K B

Bsc Nautical Science




“ This is Shyam Anand from BTECH-09 of HIMT. I have been placed in MOL MARITIME INDIA PVT LTD. Company. I got this opportunity via campus placement drive. I thank our principal at first for his efforts to include my name in the interview list. I also thank all faculties for training me for the interview especially C/E Paranthaman sir and Capt. VAIBHAV DALVI' sir's classes helped me a lot in my interview preparation. Also the practical classes such as ERS,SIC, VR classes by HIMT has given me live experience as working onboard. Also training given by HIMT has mentally prepared me to work more efficiently onboard.  ”
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SHYAM ANAND

 B.Tech Marine Engineering




“ I am Nikhil Balachandran from BSc final year. I have been studying in HIMT since the last 3 years and I have absolute honour and pride in my heart. I have been placed in MOL through campus selection. Talking about the infrastructure of the college, it is really top notch. The management has left no opportunities to make the students feel welcomed and at home in this institute. The faculty in this college is commendable in their teaching techniques and ways. They are all highly qualified officers in the field. ”
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NIKHIL BALACHANDRAN

 Bsc Nautical Science




“ Good day to everyone, This is cadet VETRIVENTHAN from Perambalur, Final year student of B.tech marine Engineering. I got placed in MOL SYNERGY. I am really thankful to all the faculties, instructors, management and mainly the principal of the HIMT.I started my presea training in 2019 and I got trained in every aspect in this last four years. HIMT is the place which changed me into a disciplined cadet and made me a competent seafarer. HIMT has a good infrastructure, well trained instructors, and good placements records. Thankful to all the HIMT faculties and instructors for providing the skilful sailors to the maritime sector. ”
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VETRIVENTHAN
B.Tech Marine Engineering




“  I ARUNKUMAR S of Btech-09 with immense pleasure sharing my college experience. It is often told that the steppingstone towards the is the College in which you study. I would be one of the lucky people to have chosen Hindustan Institute of Maritime and Training for pursuing my Bachelors in Marine Engineering. l am extremely happy to be a  part of HIMT and in future to come as an Alumni as well.Like is always said the Institutions in itself are not great, greater are the faculty and support staff who runs and nurture the students who join with so much of faith and belief. I would also like to thank... ”
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ARUNKUMAR S
B.Tech Marine Engineering




“ I am Rohith from BSc 09 of HIMT college. I got placed in MOL Synergy maritime. Colleges helps me in many ways especially guiding for placement preparations. Faculties are very helpful and experienced. college atmosphere is nice. accommodation and food is good. Training in HIMT helps students in every way to prepare mentally for the future. ”
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ROHITH
Bsc Nautical Science




“ I am Kumar Srivathsan a final year BSc student at HIMT college kalpakkam and thanks to the management and faculty I have been able to secure my placement in MOL Manning India through campus placement .The faculty and management are very helpful and cooperative when it comes to matters of placement and training. The college atmosphere is designed to train the cadets to be effective in their roles as trainees on board seagoing vessels. The guidance from the faculty is extremely beneficial for those who want to learn and improve their skills to become proficient seafarers. ”
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KUMAR SRIVATHSAN
Bsc Nautical Science




“ I'm AKASH GOURAV , And I'm placed in Fleet Management Limited .This marine industry was a completely new experience to me and HIMT COLLEGE meet all expectations about this field in all aspects. Quality here is A1, whether it's academics or whether it's laboratory or whether it's extra-curricular activities. The college has also 2 Virtual Reality labs which they are planning to extend more which is basically to give the real experience what we are going to do onboard a Ship. The college has many labs which include Electrical lab, Automation lab, Auxiliary machine lab, Basic Skill Workshop. In these workshops we used to do the practical’s based on the... ”
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AKASH GOURAV
B.Tech Marine Engineering




“ I am Tony Santio Vijay from Bsc 09 of HIMT college. I have been placed in MOL manning India through college, I'm so thankful for their opportunity and guidance. College have provided all their support like Experienced staffs, materials for references and Mock orals Which helps me a lot in the placement interview. HIMT College has discipline towards dressings, time management and engage in extracurricular activities, teamwork and leadership experience which helps me a lot and trains me not only for career but also as a good person and good citizen of INDIA. THANK YOU. JAI HIND ”
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TONY SANTIO VIJAY
Bsc Nautical Science




“ Good day to all, Myself Pradhuman vyas of batch B.Tech 09,  I want to start this testimony by thanking Mr. Sanjeev Vakil, Captain Anand Subramanian and all the faculties of HIMT college for not only sharing their immense knowledge but also their life experiences that gives a lot of confidence to work efficiently in world trade. As of today I’m placed in MOL Maritime India pvt.limited (MOLMI) and this opportunity is offered by HIMT. I want to thank HIMT for their efforts to make me a better person and a disciplined cadet. At last, I would like to say that the training and the amenities provided by HIMT to all... ”
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PRADHUMAN VYAS
B.Tech Marine Engineering




“ My name is Vishal Kumar Gupta. I am from Jharkhand. I completed my GME course from HIMT College. I am placed in BSM. HIMT college has World best infrastructure, well trained faculty. I learned lots of things here and I opened various machineries. Our course Incharge Rakesh Kohli sir and principal sir are very supportive and our lab Incharge also very supportive. I am glad to be part of HIMT. THANKS HIMT... ”
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VISHAL KUMAR GUPTA
Graduate Marine Engineering (GME)




“ I am Cadet Dharani Lingam from GME20, placed in BSM. I had imagined a lot about a maritime training institute, HIMT satisfied all my expectations and i got more than what i have expected. Best College to pursue pre-sea course. Top notch faculties and best labs , so best place to gain more knowledge in marine field. ”
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DHARANI LINGAM
Graduate Marine Engineering (GME)




“ I’m from Navi Mumbai, I’ve done my GME course. I'm fortunate enough to get placement in BSM which is one of the top and best company in the world. My overall experience in HIMT was pretty good. The college has one of the best infrastructure in India and are equipped with many facilities like Gymnasium, swimming pool, Volleyball court and football ground. The one attribute that every seafarer should have is to be well disciplined and my college is really strict when it comes to discipline which is good to be honest.The college has many labs which include Electrical lab, Automation lab, Auxiliary machine lab, BSW workshop. The one which... ”
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DEEPAK YADAV
Graduate Marine Engineering (GME)




“ I am cadet Tamilselvan from GME 20,Placed in BSM. As of my opinion HIMT is the best platform to gain more theoretical knowledge as well as practical knowledge.They have new innovations such as VR lab, It gives a realistic experience. Your disciplinary activities completely changed, if you join HIMT. Thanks HIMT for making me a responsible seafarer. ”
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TAMILSELVAN
Graduate Marine Engineering (GME)




“ I am cadet Dovlipilli Chandra Sekhar from GME 20,Placed in BSM. Before coming to HIMT I don't have good knowledge about Marine Machinery. At HIMT,The 1 year journey was a great experience which i ever had in my life. HIMT has an experienced faculty with outstanding knowledge & skills. HIMT has well designed labs and classrooms with a healthy environment that plays a key role in my learning. My journey with HIMT is an awesome experience, here I learned many things, HIMT molded me from Mechanical engineer to a skilled Marine engineer. I should thankful to HIMT because it made my career bright. ”
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DOVLIPILLI CHANDRA SEKHAR
Graduate Marine Engineering (GME)




“ Good day to all, Myself Ishan Bhardwaj of batch B.Tech 08, I want to start this testimony by thanking Mr. Sanjeev Vakil, Captain Anand Subramanian and all the faculties of HIMT college for not only sharing their immense knowledge but also their life experiences that gives a lot of confidence to work efficiently in world trade. As of today I'm placed in Columbia shipping management (CSM) and this opportunity is offered by HIMT. I want to thank HIMT for there efforts to make me a better person and a disciplined cadet. At last, I would like to say that the training and the amenities provided by HIMT to all the... ”
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ISHAN BHARDWAJ
B.Tech Marine Engineering




“ My name is Thejus vinod. I am from kannur district in kerala. I have completed ETO course from HIMT college Kalpakkam. I would like to thank all the faculty for the guidance towards the course and for the placement support. Because of the support and motivation from the teachers, I got placed at MOL.     Coming to the experience at HIMT, it was pretty good. The lab facilities and other were also good. Finally I would like to thank the management and principal Sir for their constant effort for the placement of the students. ”
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THEJUS VINOD
Electro Technical Officers (ETO)




“ Good day to all, My name is  Suresh Cheekati Iam from Andhra Pradesh, Srikakulam. I completed my ETO Course in HIMT. I am placed in VR MARITIME Services PVT.LTD.I thank to all my faculty members. Regarding to my experience in HIMT well experienced faculty, I loved very much. College is giving more job opportunities, campus having good facilities like labs, SHIP IN CAMPUS(SIC),Galley, good accommodation, Swimming pool sessions, sports everything is good. The life of HIMT College is well disciplined and focused. ”
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SURESH CHEEKATI
Electro Technical Officers (ETO)




“ Good Day all My name is Mahesh Yalamanchi from Andhra Pradesh. I have completed ETO course from HIMT College Kalpakkam   I am thankful to Training & Placement cell for providing a platform to enhance my skills and an opportunity to showcase them. Because of support and motivation from faculty and management,I got placed at MOL Coming to my experience at HIMT, I loved the infrastructure of HIMT and The Labs that I took part helped me to grow my practical knowledge and confidence level. In the last i am saying that I love HIMT. ”
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MAHESH YALAMANCHI
Electro Technical Officers (ETO)




“ My name is GAVARA NAVEEN KUMAR. I am from visakhapatnam district from AndhraPradesh . I have completed ETO course from HIMT college Kalpakkam. I would like to thank all the faculty for the guidance towards the course and for the placement support. Because of the support and motivation from the teachers, I got placed at MOL.   Coming to the experience at HIMT, it was pretty good.Our college has very good infrastructure and very experienced faculties who help us in our academics and also co circular activities, very good lab facilities , very friendly instructor's and . Finally I would like to thank the management and special thanks to prrincipal Capt.subramanian... ”
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GAVARA NAVEEN KUMAR
Electro Technical Officers (ETO)




“ My name is Sayantan Bose. I'm from Kolkata, West Bengal. I've completed my ETO training from HIMT presea campus, kalpakkam. I'm currently placed at MOL through the campus placement of HIMT college. I'm grateful to my parents because they made me worthy that I'm able to prove myself. I thank all my faculty members and the seniors who supported me for this interview and placement. I specially thank Syed sir for constantly supporting me throughout my ETO days in the campus. I also thank Our honourable Principal sir, Captain Anand Subramanian sir for the special briefing before our interview. The life of HIMT college is well disciplined and focused. It'll... ”
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SAYANTAN BOSE
Electro Technical Officers (ETO)




“ Good day all, I'm Joel John final year cadet of Bsc nautical science. Our college has got experienced faculties who help us in our academics and also co circular activities. We have a well equipped ship in campus. I had a wonderful three year experience of college life in HIMT. ”
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JOEL JOHN
 Bsc Nautical Science




“ Cadet Anurag Nair of BSC 08  and I am placed in MOLMI , my experience in HIMT has been a good one the instructor's are friendly and the faculties are excellent, the environment of the college is eco friendly and we have all the facilities here . Thank you ”
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ANURAG NAIR
Bsc Nautical Science




“ Good day to all, my name is sayanth vk i am a final year Bsc nautical science student. I am placed in pacific international lines. Regarding my experience in HIMT, it was very great, we have a very good infrastructure with well experienced faculties and admin team. We also have very good lab facilities including sic, well maintained swimming pool and classrooms. Overall my experience in HIMT was very good and i would suggest all cadets who are choosing this field to join HIMT. Thank you ”
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SAYANTH V K
B sc Nautical Science




“ Good day  My name is kushal sohani and I am placed in Mitsui OSK lines. I am thankful to the faculties of HIMT specially Capt. Subra Sir and Capt. Vasanth sir for helping me in placement interviews, HIMT has given me opportunity to prove myself, I will recommend HIMT to everyone who want career in Shipping. ”
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KUSHAL SOHANI
Bsc Nautical Science




“ Good day to all, I am Sritam Bhadra and i am in the final year of B Sc Nautical Science. I am placed in Mitsui OSK Lines and i am really thankful to the college for their guidance throughout. I started my presea in 2019 and today, after three years, i can proudly say that I had an all round development academically as well as personally. ”
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SRITAM BHADRA
Bsc Nautical Science




“   ‘ I’m the architect of my life'This is Cadet . Nandeesh Kabaka from BSC Nautical science final year from Mangalore. It’s been a nice journey out here being a part of HIMT family since three years. I am placed in MITSUI OSK LINES and i want to thank HIMT for giving me chance to build my career at sea and contribute to maritime industry.Training at HIMT involves an over-all development of cadet making comfortable in air-conditioned classrooms with well sophisticated technology like smartboards and smart TVs with internet access for teaching. Captains, Chief Engineers and other faculties are well experienced with many years of sea experience and good knowledge... ”
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NANDEESH KABAKA
Bsc Nautical Science




“ As its rightly said by Confusious, "Wherever you go, go with all your heart".Yes, it was 2018 when it all started with all my heart, and now a final year student! Presently am placed in Pacific International Lines(PIL), and I thank my college, HIMT for giving me this opportunity. Thanks to my teachers and faculties who gave their constant guidance, support & help whenever needed. Special thanks to all the Engineering faculties, Ananthan Sir, C/E IVR Sir, C/E Mani Sir, C/E SP Sir, C/E Rakesh Sir, C/E Barnidaran Sir, Jerome Sir, Manohar Sir and a long list to mention who have been the pillars throughout the journey. Facilitated with SIC,... ”
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ROUNAK DAN
B.Tech Marine Engineering




“ Good day to everyone,Myself Sudeep Ray, btech 4th year cadet from HIMT College. I am presently placed in Mitsui O.S.K Lines.I had a great experience in HIMT throughout the 4 years. I got trained in every aspects either it be theory knowledge, practical knowledge and other co curricular activities. It made me physically and mentally ready to go onboard.Thank you to all the faculties, instructors for all the knowledge they have imparted to us. ”
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SUDEEP RAY
B.Tech Marine Engineering




“ Good day all, myself Harshavardhan Nilesh Thakur of batch B.Tech(08) is writing this testimony to show my gratitude towards HIMT. As of today I'm placed in Pacific International Lines(PIL) and this opportunity was offered to me by HIMT. I'm indebted to Mr. Sanjeev Vakil, Captain Anand Subramanian and all the faculties. It is because of their immense efforts and knowledge that has helped me take one step towards success. HIMT has moulded my life in a righteous way. It gives me a great pleasure to say with pride that I have completed my graduation of b.tech marine engineering in HIMT college. At last, I would like to rate highly the... ”
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HARSHAVARDHAN NILESH THAKUR
B.Tech Marine Engineering




“ “It was a great experience studying at HIMT college, a memory to cherish for lifetime. My experience at HIMT was full of learning and grooming. Being a maritime institute It gave me an opportunity to meet different kind of people from around India and learnt many things from them. I am thankful to all the faculties, mentors and entire engineering department for providing us with quality education. I am also grateful to HIMT for organising placements in this pandemic and helping me to get placed in PIL companies on Campus. Overall it was a great experience and lifetime memory at HIMT. If you want to make a career in Marine... ”
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SARVAN SAURAV
B.Tech Marine Engineering




“ ‘TWO ROADS DIVERGED IN THE WOODS AND I, I TOOK THE ONE LESS TRAVELLED BY.. AND THAT HAS MADE ALL THE DIFFERENCE’Being placed in MOL MI, is an overwhelming achievement for me. The kind of guidance and quality of inputs which HIMT college provided has been incredible. Besides academic insight, the institute has facilitated professional transformation to me and also helped me conquer prizes in cocurricular event from different colleges. I am proud to say that I graduated from one of the best disciplinary colleges in the world. I am sure the upcoming batches of HIMT will continue the rich legacy and strive to make us all proud. ”
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TAMMINAINA YAGNESH
B.Tech Marine Engineering




“ Hi this is Thiru Vikraman T R , I have done OCCP course in HIMT , It was a great experience for me because the faculties in this institute are greatly experienced , very friendly , more helping and very professional . While I was staying in the Hostel for practicals ,the room in which I was staying was good and comfortable and the food is also good and healthy . I am looking forward to do more courses in future in HIMT . ”
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VIKRAMAN T R
Orientation Courses for Catering Personnel (OCCP)




“ Hello guys my name is Anto Roshan from Nagercoil Tamilnadu, so I came to HIMT College with less knowledge on electricals (marine electricals) the staffs here helped me so much to learn lot of things related to ship and marine electrical fields, I am so glad that I joined here. I was overweight and the staff helped me (motivated me) to reduce my weight by a certain level. Also, I got placed in Thome shipping, the staff helped us with the interview and they have made many mock up interviews to help us a lot. By doing so we learned a lot of things. So, I thank all the staff and students and... ”
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ANTO ROSHAN D COSTA
Electro Technical Officers (ETO)




“ Hai everyone!  I'm GOODWIN EJINACKIUS coming from Kerala. I have completed my ETO course from HIMT college. During my course period, I got placed in THOME SHIPPING. The facility members in HIMT college are very experienced and well knowledge, the lab facilities and practical classes will give you a hands-on experience on ship equipments also the college atmosphere is very good. I thank every staffs who help me to go through the interview. Thank you everyone. ”
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GOODWIN EJINACKIUS
Electro Technical Officers (ETO)




“ I am Vignesh, coming from Nagercoil, Tamilnadu. I have completed my ETO course at HIMT College and I got selected by Thome Shipping. HIMT College has well trained faculties, they trained us with best of their knowledge also the College has great lab facilities and the ambiance of the College is too good. I thank the College faculties and administrative members for reaching this level. I wish more students to join this College. Thank you. ”
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VIGNESH MANIKANDAN
Electro Technical Officers (ETO)




“ Hai Everyone, my name is Sai Santosh Kumar I come from Srikakulam, Andhra Pradesh. I have completed my Electro Technical Officer Course in HIMT. In HIMT there is a very good infrastructure and also very well-equipped labs. There is a Shipping campus and also the faculty are very interactive and supportive and well experienced Faculty. We can experience every class in interactive manner. We also have a Playground and daily we have parade. I learnt many things in HIMT. As HIMT has good fame I joined here with some expectations after joining here i learnt many more than my expectations. Also HIMT provides good placement assistance. I got placed in... ”
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SAI SANTOSH KUMAR
Electro Technical Officers (ETO)




“ I did my ETO course from HIMT college in 2021 and got placed in MSC. I would like to thank our principal sir and all faculty members for training us well and helping us for placements. HIMT offers a wide range of courses for aspiring seafarers and a disciplined campus experience to get trained well. Thank You. ”
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IYYAPAN M
Electro Technical Officers (ETO)




“ I finished my ETO course from HIMT and got placed in MSC from campus placements. HIMT has a world class pre sea training campus in Kalpakkam, TN. The faculty are very well experienced and they trained us well. Overall, my experience at HIMT campus was very positive. I would like to thank all faculty members and Placement Team for helping us get placed. ”
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KANNADASAN KALIDOSS
Electro Technical Officers (ETO)




“ I completed ETO Course from HIMT college in 2021.  I had a really good experience at HIMT. HIMT has really good well experienced faculty and well-equipped labs. I have got placed in Bernhard Schulte Ship-management as trainee ETO. I would like to thank all faculty and administration team for training us and helping us for placements. Thank you. ”
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NANDU ANIL KRISHNAN
Electro Technical Officers (ETO)




“ Hello everyone, I’m Sampath from Tamilnadu, currently I'm pursuing my ETO course and I almost about to complete my course. During my course, I got placed in Thome shipping, a Singapore based company. this only because of the staffs and the facilities that the college provided to us. They are very helpful in guiding us to get placed. I’m very thankful to my staffs and my college and principal and everyone. I’m very eager to join my vessel and ride in oceans. once again, thank you HIMT. ”
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SAMPATH S
Electro Technical Officers (ETO)




“ Dear Sir, I am Romeo Benet, ETO 16, I want to share my feedback with you. After complete I got very disappointed because without job. But now I have selected from Scorpio Tankers, Mumbai. I want to thank you and our HIMT institution. When I face my first interview outside college, I knew there is lots of competition. Now I feel very good because I got this opportunity because of our Institution and Staffs. I were face very confident among all other persons. 15 peoples from other institutions, Everyone done very well except circuit tracing. But I am special person because they asked circuit tracing finally. Previously I learned more... ”
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ROMEO BENET
Electro Technical Officers (ETO)




“ I am G THULASI RAM of GME-10. I am writing this letter to inform my heartfelt thanks for giving me a direction to my life . I am really thankful to you for your support and guidance because of which am got job in BSM. Today I have achieved success, I can only think of HIMT COLLEGE and beloved faculty members who helped me in all possible ways to be successful sir. I’m really grateful to you for your support and encouragement. I still remember the efforts taken by all faculty members in training us especially venkatesan sir , Mani sir , janaka sir and other faculty members who shared... ”
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G THULASI RAM
Graduate Marine Engineering (GME)




“ Well, this is the dream of every student to get placed at end of the Course. I am immensely thankful to my “HIMT College” that they fulfilled my dream to get placed in “Vr.Maritime”. Prior to the final day they conducted many mock drills (like projects, Circuit debarking, mock interviews, Labs, SIC training, Exams) which helped me a lot. That was made possible by my ETO Department. I am grateful to the college and Management for my placement. My college provided me with a good support and help. Through the efforts of ETO department, Training & Placement department. I have got the best of the training and placement opportunities. The... ”
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PARTHIBAN DURAIRAJ ETO
Electro Technical Officers (ETO)




“ I am M. Gokul from GP41. Old student of HIMT. I would like you to thank first for giving me the golden opportunity to elect me for the interview occurred at MOL. I have been selected and completed my first sailing and came home with good health and well respected. I had a wonderful experience in working with MOL. I gained lots of experience like emergency situations, drills, major over halving machinery and more. All the credits which I gained in my sailing has to go to HIMT ”
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GOKUL
General Purpose Rating (GP Rating)




“ It was a day comes true for me in getting the wide knowledge about the marine field,Sea .It is in endless and the marine field is in also has wide range at mile stones for to get the mile stones.The course I did from HIMT been a great experience. ”
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RANJITH.P
Graduate Marine Engineering (GME)




“ These words are from my heart and what I was thinking till now. Initially, I don’t know about anything about HIMT. Because of few Faculties. Mr. V.B Sir, Mr. Janaka sir, Mr.Venugopal.Who are really struggled and taught very well.I personally thank them and also I did not expect about placement, and hard work for interview from managing Director Mr. Vakil Sir for us. I am proud of saying that, I got placed in Pacific International Lines(PIL) Ltd. ”
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S.RAGHUNANDHAN
Graduate Marine Engineering (GME)




“ After coming to the HIMT only I realized. How my fascinated job is and I believe that in HIMT I got the best in it also HIMT provided the best placement opportunities to grow up in my career with full of joy and proud now I can say that HIMT College provided me the opportunity to participate in the PIL Interview. ”
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AJITH SEBASTIAN
Graduate Marine Engineering (GME)




“ First 2nd Mate of IMU batch from HIMT College I’m Vijay Kumar. IMU Enroll.No.01509011038. DNS First Batch Of IMU With HIMT College, Chennai. I did my Presea DNS course from HIMT College and in Campus Interview got selected in Synergy Maritime Company and finished my 18 Months Sea time on Oil Tanker after that i did my all Modular Courses,ROC,ARPA,GMDSS,2nd Mate Function and TASCO from HIMT PostSea. I have Cleared My all Semester 1,2,3,4 & 5 Exam and 2nd Mate F.G Exams in May Month from MMD, Chennai got 2nd Mate F.G COC and become First Candidate from HIMT College who Cleared All Semester Exams and 2nd Mate F.G Exam... ”
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VIJAY KUMAR
DNS Course




“ My experience in the College is it was very well environment in the campus. The Faculty both academic and administration have treated us well.The Faculty explained about the entire topics very well. The Food and accommodation at HIMT College is good. The College has organized technical events and training for the campus interviews we have got good experience. ”
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BODDEPALLI VENKATA PRASANTH
Graduate Marine Engineering (GME)




“ I had nice experience during GME Course at HIMT College. The Great experience faculties are in HIMT College. They are concentrating not only theory part but also in practical also giving more important.College Hostel facilities are very good and they providing Good Food. ”
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ARUL.V
Graduate Marine Engineering (GME)




“ I get a personality development, Discipline & a marine knowledge with a excellent Faculty.I learn from HIMT that how to survive in to sea. Very good food provided and thankful to the person in a canteen.Everyone in the HIMT College helps in any difficulty I hare. Finally thanks full to Mr.sanjeev vakil sir,they had given me opportunity to attend an interview. It I will get selected then I will not left thin company. ”
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PRAVEEN DHAKITE
Graduate Marine Engineering (GME)




“ First thing is coming to my mind wherever I coming to HIMT.I am feeling a home for from my home All the personal from top to bottom giving me a very good helping hand.They helped me more than my expectation to get my cdc , and the levity thing what happens to me , the opportunity given to me to get selected at PIC , It will bring me a bright futureThanks to each and everybody ”
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DIPAN SHAKTI BRAHMA
Graduate Marine Engineering (GME)




“ I am passed out batch of GME-03. I have to thank M.D sir for the great experience which I had during the GME course. From the day I turned out to HIMT for my be mechanical Engg, everything secured to be a sudden change of activities in any day-day routine. I feel tough to get in act along with it initially, but one I got into these activities and disciples it seemed to get addicted to me in a great way.The experience made any self much disciplined and punctual person.The staffs I had during my GME Course especially vb sir,sahani sir,LSG sir,JANAKA sir, VG sir and all other sportily staff... ”
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RAVISHANKAR.A
Graduate Marine Engineering (GME)




“ We had a great experience. In HIMT, the first day in HIMT terrified us what nice be our future is going to be as we changed our stream of studies but later we got confidence to us.They shared their experience and given us confidence finally completed the course with good knowledge and qualities like punctuality etc. I got selected in Pacific International Lines(PIL) Ltd. ”
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B.SRI HARSHA
Graduate Marine Engineering (GME)




“ First all I must proud to be a student of our HIMT college. Really we had a good experience about the seafarers like furring my course of GME our training was very useful as well as very tough anther than other colleges. I hope it will be very helpful in our future and I must say about the placement and placement at PIL. It was given a lot of experience which will be very helpful to the interview.I thank you and I will not forget this help and experience sir. ”
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S.AROCKIA STALIN
Graduate Marine Engineering (GME)




“ I am Bharat, I completed my GP Rating course from HIMT College and also got job in TARGET Ship Management through Campus Selections which was conducted by HIMT and I would like to say Many thanks to all the faculties and MD Sir of HIMT College for providing such a quality and the best training which I never forget in my life. Thanking HIMT College. ”
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B.BHARATH
General Purpose Rating (GP Rating)




“ After doing so much of research on internet and people suggested me to join HIMT College as this is one of the best colleges to join Merchant Navy and I did so as now it became true as I got a quality and best training which I have never seen throughout my life and in spite of this I got selected in Campus selection conducted at HIMT College in TARGET Ship Management and I am going to join the company soon. Thanks to HIMT for giving me such a great opportunity. Thanking HIMT College. ”
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SWAMY KARTIK CHANDER
General Purpose Rating (GP Rating)




“ am passed out batch of GP-44. I have to thank M.D. Sir for the great experience during the GP Course. I have learned many things in my training and thanks to all faculties. I got placed in leading Shipping Company – TARGET which manages ship for MERCATOR at campus interview. ”
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M.LAKSHMANARAO
General Purpose Rating (GP Rating)




“ I am student of HIMT College passed in Jun 2012. HIMT College is a very good college interms of marine education. All the faculties are good at teaching and they are friendly .I got selected in leading Shipping Company – TARGET which manages ship for MERCATOR at campus interview. ”
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SATYAM NAVTIYAL
General Purpose Rating (GP Rating)




“ I have completed my GP course in HIMT College. First of all I would like to thank M.D Sir, for giving me great opportunity and I would like to thank all faculty members of HIMT College for providing excellent Teaching and Support.I got selected in leading Shipping Company – TARGET which manages ship for MERCATOR at campus interview. I will work hard and bring good name to HIMT College, I am very happy to be a student of HIMT College. ”
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C.RAGESH
General Purpose Rating (GP Rating)
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 To impart quality education in the marine sector and nurture the interest of the mariners through various formal / non formal methods by providing a platform where knowledge is effectively dispensed to all seekers in a congenial atmosphere.
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